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Abstract We investigated the intracellular dynam-

ics of calcite and sulfur in the large sulfur-oxidizing,

calcite-accumulating bacterium Achromatium, with an

emphasis on oxygen exposure as a physiological

control. For this purpose, morphological changes and

possible accretion mechanisms of calcite granules in

cells that were freshly collected from natural Achro-

matium-containing sediment were compared to cells

from the same source after prolonged exposure to

atmospheric oxygen. Intracellular sulfur is oxidized

and removed in response to oxygen exposure. Calcite

granules also undergo distinct oxygen-related dynam-

ics; they alternate between tightly packaged, smooth

granules with narrow but sharply defined interstitial

spaces in atmospheric oxygen-exposed cells, and more

loosely packaged granules with irregular, bumpy

surface texture and larger interstitial spaces in cells

that were not artificially exposed to oxygen. These

results suggest that morphological changes of the

calcite granules reflect their changing physiological

role inside the cell. Sulfur oxidation and calcite

dissolution appear to be linked in that proton gener-

ation during sulfur oxidation is buffered by gradual

calcite erosion, visible in the smooth, rounded surface
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morphology observed after oxygen exposure. Our

results support the hypothesis that calcite dynamics

buffer the intracellular pH fluctuations linked to

electron acceptor limitation during proton-consuming

sulfide oxidation to sulfur, and electron acceptor

abundance during proton-generating sulfur oxidation

to sulfate.

Keywords Achromatium � Geomicrobiology �
Intracellular calcite granules � Redox � Sulfur-
oxidizing bacteria

Introduction

The large sulfur-oxidizing bacterium Achromatium is

commonly found at the sediment surface in freshwater

lakes (Gray and Head 2014). It also occurs in intertidal

saltwater pools containing poorly consolidated marine

phytodetritus, where the majority of cells cluster

around the oxycline near the sediment surface (Salman

et al. 2015). Freshwater Achromatium populations

migrate along opposing gradients of oxygen and

sulfide, where they take up and oxidize sulfide to

intracellular sulfur, which is then further oxidized to

sulfate (Gray et al. 1997, 1999). Salt marsh popula-

tions occurred likewise within diurnally shifting

oxygen and sulfide gradients in surficial sediments of

an organic-rich tidal pool, consistent with a sulfide-

oxidizing metabolism (Salman et al. 2015). Metage-

nomic and genomic sequencing of a freshwater

Achromatium population has shown rapidly diversi-

fying and evolving genomes consisting of multiple,

non-identical chromosomes within individual Achro-

matium cells. This highly unusual ‘‘decentralized’’

genome is hypothesized to ensure flexible gene

expression and physiological responses throughout

the large biovolume of Achromatium cells (Ionescu

et al. 2017). Uniquely among sulfur oxidizers and

bacteria in general, Achromatium cells contain large

intracellular calcite inclusions (West and Griffiths

1913; Head et al. 1996) that are hypothesized to buffer

intracellular pH changes during lithotrophic sulfur

oxidation (La Rivière and Schmidt 1992; Salman et al.

2015). The precise function and dynamics of the

calcite inclusions remain elusive until today. There are

indications that the dynamics of intracellular calcite

and sulfur globules in Achromatium reflect oxic/

anoxic cycles during day and night in photosynthetic

mats and benthic phytodetritus. Sulfur depletion

relative to calcite is associated with surficial, oxidized

sediment layers (Lauterborn 1915; Babenzien 1991;

Salman et al. 2015), and most likely reflects the

aerobic oxidation of intracellular sulfur to sulfate near

the sediment surface during the day (Salman et al.

2015). An increase of the relative sulfur content per

cell compared to internal calcite was observed either

in cells located in anoxic surface sediments at night, or

in deeper, permanently anoxic sediment layers that

were not affected by daytime activity of photosyn-

thetic cyanobacteria and algae near the sediment

surface (Salman et al. 2015). Here, we present an

experimental approach to further understand the

dynamics of intracellular calcite and sulfur in whole

Achromatium cells, and in granule-specific resolution.

We examine the morphological changes and possible

accretion mechanisms of calcite granules in cells that

were freshly picked from natural Achromatium-con-

taining sediment, and compared these to cells from the

same source that were incubated under prolonged

exposure to atmospheric oxygen before analysis.

Materials and methods

Sampling

The sediment sample was collected from an intertidal

saltwater pool in Little Sippewissett Salt Marsh in

Falmouth, MA (41�34.5480N, 70�38.3880W) on Octo-

ber 17, 2013 at low tide (Fig. S1a). The surficial

sediment in the saltwater pool consisted mostly of

unconsolidated phytodetritus; Achromatium popula-

tions mainly concentrate within the first centimeter of

the sediment surface (Salman et al. 2015), co-occurring

with a well-developed accumulation of macroscopic

pink-coloured phototrophic consortia that are charac-

teristic of this location (Seitz et al. 1993;Wilbanks et al.

2014). Surficial phytodetritus and underlying deeper

sedimentwere collected using sterilized 60 ml syringes.

One liter ofwater from the samepoolwas also collected;

both water and sediment samples were stored at 4 �C
and transported back to theUniversity ofNorthCarolina

atChapelHill on the nextday. In thehome lab, a glass jar

was filled with the dark-brown coloured sediment and

placed under natural light for approximately 12 h to

allow the resuspended sediment to settle. The jar was
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wrapped with aluminum foil, but remained open at the

top to allow gas exchange and light exposure. All

incubations were performed at room temperature. To

protect the settled sediment from stagnation and

extreme sulfide accumulation, tidal dynamics were

mimicked by gradually adding oxygenated salt marsh

water (collected from the same intertidal pool) to the top

of the jar, and draining it from the bottom without

disturbing the phytodetritus surface, using a peristaltic

pump (6 h per day, at a rate of 10.2 to 12 ml/hour to

drain 50–80 ml water), and a nylon mesh to guard the

intake. Thewater level remained at least 1 cm above the

sediment surface at simulated low tide. Sediment

sampling commenced after two days of simulated tidal

regime. Using a 10 ml syringe, 1 ml sediment samples

were collected each time from the surface layer

(0–4 mm), and from a combined deep layer

(12–16 mm and 24–28 mm; combining these layers

was necessary due to low cell abundance at 24–28 mm).

The sampling depthswere chosen to include contrasting

environmental conditions (Fig. S2a): the dynamic

oxygen gradient at the sediment surface that builds up

during the daytime due to the photosynthetic activity of

algae and cyanobacteria in the phytodetritus, and the

anoxic and sulfidic sediment below the surface (Salman

et al. 2015). The high porosity of the intertidal muddy

sediment and the presence of various aggregate sizes of

phytodetritus limited sampling resolution to a 4 mm

layer. Syringe samples collected at night were placed

into small plastic petri dishes, where the sediment

remained inside the syringes, and the open syringe end

was covered by parafilm. This way, the sediment was

exposed to atmospheric oxygen penetration for approx.

12 h before cell collection, microscopy, elemental

mapping, and imaging of intracellular S:Ca ratios the

next day. Microelectrode measurements after air expo-

sure of 1 ml syringe subsamples in the petri dish

revealed fully oxic conditions. Samples collected during

the daytime were sorted and imaged without the

prolonged oxygen-exposure step in the syringe. The

entire sampling procedure was repeated three times,

separated by two-day intervals.

Microelectrode profiles

The redox gradients in theAchromatium-rich sediment

were measured at Aarhus University. The oxygen,

sulfide and pH profiles of the incubated sediment were

measured as described previously (Salman et al. 2015)

using the microelectrodes OX-100, H2S-100, and pH-

100 (Unisense, Aarhus, DK) during the day at

simulated low tide (Fig. S2a).

Cell collection

Each sediment sample was washed through a 23 lm
pore-size mesh using sterile-filtered marsh water as

washing fluid. Most of the larger sediment debris was

removed at this step while most Achromatium cells

passed through the pores and were collected in a glass

petri dish. By a gentle rotating motion of the petri dish,

Achromatium cells were concentrated in the center,

and subsequently transferred into filter-sterilized

marsh water with a thinned-out glass Pasteur pipette.

Achromatium cells were washed with sterilized salt

marsh water at least three times before SEM sample

preparation. As reported previously Salman et al.

(2015), the cells were round to oval, with diameters

mainly in the range of 20 to 30 lm (Fig. S1b–d).

Scanning electron microscopy and energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM–EDS)

In three samplings separated by two-day intervals

each, a total of 125 Achromatium cells were scanned

(Table S1). 32 and 25 cells were obtained from the

oxycline at the sediment surface and from anoxic

subsurface at daytime, respectively; these cells were

immediately processed. 32 and 36 cells were collected

from surface and subsurface sediment at night,

respectively, and exposed to atmospheric oxygen for

approx. 12 h in the sampling syringe before cell

collection and processing. The cells were subse-

quently analyzed for their intracellular sulfur and

calcium content. Washed Achromatium cells were

arranged on Nucleopore filters (0.2 lm pore size),

fastened and simultaneously dried by adding one

pipette droplet of hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS,

electronic grade, Alfa Aesar�). A tissue was placed

underneath the filter to remove extra HMDS and

seawater immediately. After drying, the samples were

coated with a 3-nm layer of Au/Pd (CressingtonModel

108 sputter coater). At the Chapel Hill Analytical and

Nanofabrication Laboratory (chanl.unc.edu), imaging

was carried out with a Hitachi 4700 Cold Cathode field

emission scanning electron microscope, and elemental

mapping by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

(EDS) was performed with an INCA PentaFETx3
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instrument (Oxford Instruments, UK) operating at

15 kV, 12 mm working distance at adjusted magnifi-

cation, and a scan time of 100 s per scan. Net Ca and S

signals per image give a relative indication of the

amounts of Ca and S (calculated as weight%) within

the primary beam’s penetration depth of ca. 5 lm.

After EDS scanning, entire cells, specific granules,

and intergranular space were outlined with the free

form line tool (as specified in the INCA Energy

Operator Manual; Oxford Instruments, UK) to inte-

grate elemental mapping data from these defined

samples and spaces. Since measured sulfur amounts

were frequently approaching zero, the results of

elemental mapping for Ca and S were calculated as

S:Ca ratio (Table S1).

Focused ion beam analysis

To examine the structure of the intracellular calcite

inclusions, high-resolution images were obtained by

focused ion beam analysis (FIB), performed with a

FEI Helios 600 Nanolab Dual Beam FIB System

(Hillsboro, OR) at the Chapel Hill Analytical and

Nanofabrication Laboratory (chanl.unc.edu). A 30 kV

gallium ion beam was used at a tilt of 52 degrees with

28–48 pA beam current. Rectangular wedges were

etched into the surface of Achromatium cells yielding

partial or near-complete cross sections through the cell

and granule. The x, y and z dimensions of the etched

area were set to 10–20 Âlm, or sometimes at 30 Âlm
depth to attempt higher penetration. FIB milling

usually took about 2–5 min.

Time-lapse observation of an air-exposed cell

Freshly collected cells from the oxic or microoxic

surface sediments were transferred into a glass bottom

petri dish to observe their morphological change over

time under oxic conditions. The petri dish was filled

with sterile marsh water, covered and placed on the

platform of an Olympus IX70 Inverted Live Cell

System for 17 h in dark. To prevent the cells moving

out of the observation field, the Achromatium cells

were carefully deposited into a 0.5 cm 9 0.5 cm

square drawn on the glass bottom by a wax pen. One

cell did not roll during the experiment, and made it

possible to record changes of the cell and its granules

in a time series. Since this stationary cell was

morphologically similar to other rolling Achromatium

cells, and showed activity by its slightly jerking

movement, it should be representative of other

Achromatium cells. Phase contrast images were taken

every 30 s (Movie S1). Image analysis was performed

by ImageJ (Schneider et al. 2012) to measure the cell

area, area integrated intensity, and mean grey value.

The background fluorescence was measured three

times at different spots on the images. The corrected

total cell fluorescence (CTCF) was calculated as

follows: CTCF = integrated density - (area of

selected cell 9 mean fluorescence of background

readings).

Results

Microelectrode survey of Achromatium cell-

containing sediments

The salt marsh sediment sample was incubated by

slowly pumping-in and draining-out filtered natural

seawater at room temperature. The microelectrode

profiles of oxygen, sulfide and pH measured during

daytime and simulated low tide condition (Fig. S2a)

revealed gradually increasing total sulfide concentra-

tions (up to * 300 lmol/l) throughout the deeper

sediment layers. Around the sediment surface, the

oxygen and sulfide profiles overlapped, but concen-

trations rapidly decreased to the detection limit. The

pH decreased from 7.85 in the overlying water to a

local minimum of 7.1 at 2 mm sediment depth before

increasing again to 7.7 in the deeper sediment. The

local pH decrease indicates efficient sulfur oxidation

in these sediment layers as this process releases

protons. Since oxygen was already depleted at the

depth of the pH minimum, nitrate-dependent anaero-

bic sulfur oxidation could occur here (equations in

supplementary Online Resource). The irregular topog-

raphy of the sediment surface made it difficult to

define a precise surface horizon. However, the upper

4 mm constituted a surface layer characterized by

surficial oxygen penetration, oxygen depletion just

above a local pH minimum, followed by gradual

sulfide accumulation. In contrast, subsurface sedi-

ments ([ 12 mm) remained consistently sulfidic and

anoxic. After one month of incubation, the areal

density of Achromatium cells at the top 3 mm had

reached * 230 cells mm-2; the cells appeared white
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against the olive-brown sediment background

(Fig. S2b).

Sulfur to calcium elemental ratios

It was previously shown that Achromatium cells

collected directly from oxygenated surface samples

were depleted in sulfur, whereas cells from sulfidic,

anoxic sediments were characterized by higher sulfur

content (Salman et al. 2015). We manipulated this

environmental regime by exposing samples taken

from surface and subsurface sediment layers to air for

12 h to let atmospheric oxygen fully penetrate these

samples. After this time, the oxygen concentration in

these samples was * 200 lM, as determined with

oxygen microelectrodes. Under these conditions,

residual sulfide in the sediment was likely depleted,

and intracellular sulfur was expected to be oxidized by

Achromatium (Gray et al. 1997), and should not be

detectable in EDS measurements, regardless of

whether the cells originated from surface or subsur-

face sediment layers. Indeed, EDS determination

revealed that air-exposed cells were depleted in

intracellular sulfur. The S:Ca ratios in the air-exposed

Achromatium cells were lower (averages near 0.025

and 0.035 for surface and subsurface cells, respec-

tively) than in the cells that were processed immedi-

ately after sampling (Fig. 1, Table S1). Achromatium

cells that were collected at the sediment surface and

immediately processed without further exposure to

atmospheric oxygen showed three to four times higher

S:Ca ratios (average 0.105); the highest S:Ca ratios

(average 0.161) occurred in the immediately pro-

cessed cells from the subsurface sediment (Fig. 1,

Table S1). Thus, prolonged post-sampling exposure to

atmospheric oxygen exerted a strong effect on S:Ca

ratios. Closer inspection revealed that the origin of the

cells, i.e. from partially oxygenated surficial sediment

or anoxic subsurface sediment, did also play a role.

Subsurface cells showed a slightly higher S:Ca ratio

than their surface counterparts, whether oxygen-

exposed or not (Fig. 1, Table S1). Cell origin and

oxygen exposure seem to have a cumulative effect.

The sample set from the most reduced conditions, i.e.

freshly sampled subsurface cells, has the highest S:Ca

ratio, on average 0.161. Contrasting this, the most

oxidized sample set consisting of oxygen-exposed

surface cells has the lowest ratio, on average 0.025.

The sample sets where sediment origin and oxygen

exposure compensate each other to some extent have

intermediate S:Ca ratios, near 0.035 for oxygen-

exposed subsurface samples and 0.105 for freshly

processed surface samples. Of the two factors, artifi-

cial oxygen exposure has a stronger impact on S:Ca

ratios than the natural redox conditions in the sediment

where the cells were collected from, as the entire

cohort of freshly sampled, non-exposed cells has

consistently higher S:Ca ratios than the cohort of

oxygen-exposed cells, regardless of origin (Fig. 1,

Table S1). Thus, intracellular sulfur dynamics

appeared to be controlled by oxygen availability and

redox regime. In contrast to the highly dynamic and

frequently depleted sulfur pool, calcium was always

detectable and highly conspicuous in all cells. Since

S:Ca ratios do not allow absolute quantifications of

both elements, our interpretation of relative sulfur

content in relation to oxygen exposure implies that the

calcium pool behaves more conservatively than the

highly dynamic sulfur pool, and that changes in S:Ca

ration are generally driven by changes in sulfur

content. This interpretation is reasonable given the

persistence and visual dominance of calcite granules

in all treatments, as shown by microscopic images.

Whole cells, individual small granules and the

inter-granule space were further investigated for Ca

and S signals using SEM/EDS mapping. Freshly

sampled non-exposed cells either from the surface or

subsurface yielded a strong sulfur signal localized in

the interstitial grooves between the large calcite

granules (Figs. 2a, 3a, S4a). In contrast, syringe-

Fig. 1 Elemental ratios of sulfur to calcium in weight%,

determined by EDS in cells from surface and subsurface,

sampled and processed directly or after exposure to atmospheric

oxygen. Averages with standard deviations are plotted here; the

full dataset is compiled in Table S1
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stored, atmospheric oxygen-exposed cells showed a

strongly reduced sulfur signal that was difficult to

localize, and close to detection limit anywhere in the

cell (Figs. 2b, 3b, S4b), even when cells were sampled

from the subsurface, which favors sulfur accumulation

(Fig. S4b). Under both conditions, the calcium signals

were consistently and easily detectable, however, they

appeared more compact in outline in cells after

atmospheric oxygen exposure where calcite granules

were more tightly packed (Fig. 2b). In cells that did

not undergo oxygen exposure calcite granules were

less compactly arranged, and separated by wider

interstitial grooves (Fig. 2a).

EDS analysis showed that the small granules

located in the gaps between the larger calcite granules

were composed of calcium (Figs. 3b2, S4b2). While

the calcium signal of whole Achromatium cells can be

mainly attributed to the large calcite inclusions filling

the majority of the intracellular space, the smaller

calcium-rich granules may represent Ca2?-rich

inclusions identified recently in these salt marsh

Achromatium cells (Salman et al. 2015).

In contrast to previous reports, our visualization of

intracellular sulfur via EDS did not reveal an aggre-

gated signal in the form of distinct sulfur globules; the

signal was distributed across the interstitial space

between the large calcite granules (Fig. 2). Neither

whole-cell EDS mapping (Fig. 2) nor localized EDS/

SEM signals (Fig. 3) identified the condensed sulfur

signals visible by Raman analysis, or bymicroscopy as

described in Salman et al. (2015). During SEM–EDS

preparation the cells had to be treated with hexam-

ethyldisilazane, which may cause unknown chemical

alterations. We suspect that HMDS has the potential to

damage membrane structures (Cossy and Pale 1987;

Pellegata et al. 1978) and cause the diffuse sulfur

signal, in particular if the sulfur in Achromatium cells

occurs naturally as a membrane-bound colloidal sulfur

sol (Steudel 2003). The diffusivity of the sulfur signal

in the interstitial space between the calcite granules

may therefore represent a preparation artifact. While

Fig. 2 SEM micrographs and EDS elemental mapping of cells

collected at the sediment surface. Panels a1 and b1 show SEM

microphotographs of representative cells, panels a2 and b2
show the sulfur signal, and panels a3 and b3 show the calcium

signal for the same cells, respectively. a The cell was not

artificially exposed to air but processed immediately, and shows

a distinct sulfur signal as well as calcium. b The cell was treated

with prolonged air-exposure, shows barely any sulfur signal and

but tightly packed calcium signal across the cell. Scale bar:

20 lm
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Fig. 3 SEM–EDS spectra

for whole cells, granules and

the interstitial space

between granules, measured

within the outlined areas.

a Measurement of an entire

cell collected and processed

directly from surface

sediment (a1), an individual

granule within the cell (a2),
and the interstitial space

between granules (a3).
b Measurement of an entire

cell harvested from surface

sediment, and measured

after prolonged atmospheric

oxygen exposure (b1), a
small granule within the cell

(b2), and the interstitial

space (b3). These two
representative cells were

chosen from multiple cells

collected and examined by

SEM-EDS. The thin line and

the arrows indicate the

position of the main sulfur

peak in the EDS spectrum.

Scale bar: 25 lm
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the location of intracellular sulfur cannot be pin-

pointed with certainty, the results indicate rapid

intracellular sulfur depletion after atmospheric oxygen

exposure, consistent with the assumption that salt

marsh Achromatium can aerobically oxidize sulfur to

sulfate (Gray et al. 1997; Salman et al. 2015).

Morphology of intracellular calcite granules

Not only the cellular S:Ca ratio, but also the calcite

granule morphology changed in response to atmo-

spheric oxygen exposure. In freshly harvested cells

that were not subjected to prolonged oxygen exposure

by syringe storage, the granules appeared rough and

had bumpy accretions that seemed to extend into and

increase the interstitial space that separated the

granules from each other (Figs. 4a, S3, S4a, and S5).

Achromatium cells that were examined after pro-

longed air exposure during syringe storage contained

smoother granules that appeared more densely packed,

and lacked bumpy, irregular accretions. The grooves

between the granules appeared to be narrower, and

seemed more sharply incised (Figs. 4b, S3, and S4b).

This trend was consistent across all cells sampled from

surface and subsurface (Fig. S3), suggesting that the

artificial exposure to oxygen may be the primary cause

for the morphological change observed here.

Focused ion beam (FIB) microscopy was applied to

visualize the calcite granules in detail. The formation

and accretion scenario based on TEM observations in

freshwater Achromatium suggested that the granules

are not composed of a single compact calcite crystal,

but that they are formed in layers around a central

nucleation site (Head et al. 2000). The FIB analysis of

bisected calcite granules within a cut-open cell

revealed a distinct lamination visible at a micrometer

scale (Fig. 5a), as previously reported by Head et al.

(2000). Traces of lamination were also observed at the

surface of intact calcite granules (Fig. 5b). These

observations suggest a scenario of stepwise, biologi-

cally controllable accretion and dissolution of calcite

layers, consistent with the evidence for colloidal

calcite in freshwater Achromatium (West and Griffiths

1913; Gray 2006; Head et al. 2000).

Discussion: a scenario for calcite granule

dynamics

The SEM images of Achromatium cells presented here

showed distinctly different surface structures for calcite

granules under the different treatment conditions,which

can be interpreted as growth stages that reflect the

successive formation and dissolution of these granules

in response to different environmental conditions.

Extending earlier observations (Head et al. 2000; Gray

2006), calcite granules are not only composed of

laminar structures, but are likely growing by adding

new layers at two opposing poles, as indicated by the

observation of smaller calcite layers on top of larger

ones (Fig. 5). Such a calcite accretion/dissolution

mechanism would be required if the observed morpho-

logical variety of calcite granules is taken as evidence

for systematic morphological changes by granule

growth and dissolution. Since this study could not

follow the life stages of individual granules, such

scenarios have to remain speculative, but they can

provide hypothesis-generating context for different

granule morphologies, their origin and development.

For example, in many freshly processed cells that have

Fig. 4 Morphological differences between cells from surface

sediments, freshly collected and not additionally exposed to air

(a), and cells that were subsequently exposed to air for 12 h (b).
Scale bar: 50 lm
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not undergone prolonged oxygen exposure, small and

bumpy accretions were observed on the surface of the

calcite granules, combined with a wider interstitial

space between the granules (Figs. 4a, S3, S4a). In cells

originating from the permanently sulfidic subsurface

this rough granule surface was even more pronounced,

reminiscent of cauliflower (Fig. S5). We hypothesize

that at these sites, calcite could be added to or be

removed from an active calcite granule.

In contrast, after prolonged atmospheric oxygen

exposure cells showed a strikingly different granule

morphology: the cells contained little or no sulfur, but

were dominated by compactly packed, large calcite

granules with a smooth surface (Figs. 2b, 3b, 4b, S3,

and S4b). An ecophysiological interpretation of these

observations could follow this outline: Achromatium

live within a dynamic oxygen/sulfide gradient and the

cells with rough bumpy granules most likely had to

react to dynamic redox conditions. The high abun-

dance of ‘‘active’’ calcite granules with bumpy, rough

surfaces may thus represent a snapshot of the cell’s

dynamic reaction and a constant interplay of sulfide-

and sulfur-oxidation within the cells, especially in the

permanently sulfidic subsurface. In cells that were

incubated aerobically for over 12 h, we interpret the

smooth surface of granules as evidence that the cells

were gradually dissolving the granules, starting with

the surface bumps and accretions, to buffer the acidity

caused by sulfur oxidation. The prolonged exposure to

aerobic conditions appears to have triggered a consis-

tent physiological response, forcing the cells to use up

their sulfur reservoirs and oxidize it to sulfate; the

resulting acidic milieu promotes calcite dissolution,

but is also buffered by it.

Supporting indirect evidence for these proposed

calcite dynamics is provided by a time-series exper-

iment. Freshly collected Achromatium cells from the

sediment surface were placed in oxic salt marsh water,

and one cell that remained immotile in the field of

view was imaged every 30 s throughout 17 h. At the

beginning of the experiment (Fig. S6), the cell

contained few refractive calcite granules. After expo-

sure in oxygen-saturated salt marsh water for 17 h,

larger refractive calcite spots emerged in the cell

(Figure S6), the corrected total cell fluorescence

dramatically increased 36% (from 328,352 to

447,224 measurement units), but the cell area only

enlarged slightly by 2% (from 6973 to 7129 pixels).

Thus, the continuously monitored cell contained more

reflective calcite granules, but showed hardly any

increase in cell size. Under sulfidic conditions, an

Achromatium doubling time of 24–48 h (West and

Griffiths 1913) would allow a spherical cell to gain

35% to 70% in volume after 17 h, which was not

observed here. Instead, the lack of growth under

oxygen exposure, combined with increasing reflectiv-

ity of the cell, suggests that intracellular calcite

globules transition from a bumpy and less reflective

towards a smooth and more reflective morphology.

This interpretation is consistent with studies linking

surface smoothness to increased brightness for many

Fig. 5 FIB images of calcite granules in Achromatium cells

sampled from surficial sediment, and immediately processed.

a The interior laminated structure of calcite granules becomes

visible after etching the surface with an ion beam. b Laminations

on the outer surface of intact granules. The white arrows point to

the laminations. Scale bar: 5 lm
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rock types, including calcite minerals (Erdogan 2000).

Sulfur globules would be oxidized and consumed

under these conditions, and are therefore very unlikely

to contribute to the increased reflectivity of the

oxygen-exposed cell.

To summarize potential stages in the development

of individual calcite granules, calcite granule forma-

tion could be initiated around a nucleation site, and

continue with layered depositions around the outside

of the granule that may produce smaller new granules

on top of older, larger granules. Finally, the newly

accreted layers merge into each other and form

smoother, enlarged granules. With respect to the

observation that cells from the anoxic subsurface were

even more pronounced in this rough surface structure

(Figs. S3 and S5), it can be suggested that sulfidic

conditions may trigger calcite formation in Achro-

matium via the here proposed process. Assuming that

calcite inclusions do not grow indefinitely, calcite

deposition must be balanced either by cell division

(with the possible implication that calcite granule

extension and formation can precede cell division; see

panels with dividing cells in Fig. S3), or calcite

deposition must be reversed by dissolution, for

example during the acidifying oxidation of elemental

sulfur to sulfate (equations IV–VI in the supplemen-

tary Online Resource). In our scenario, aerobic

conditions cause proton-releasing sulfur oxidation,

which leads to calcite dissolution, the gradual erosion

of irregular and bumpy granule surfaces, and the

production of smooth, rounded granules. As a conse-

quence of granules becoming more smoothly rounded,

they might also fit together more tightly and contain

smaller interstitial gaps. Only some of the freshly cells

collected from the sediment surface showed the

conspicuous rough granular surface morphology

(e.g. Fig. S3, panel a1); many others had a rather

smooth surface, although not as smooth and tightly

packed as artificially air-exposed cells (e.g. Fig. S3,

panel a3). These cells could be in the process of

dynamic calcite formation, since cells from the same

saltmarsh pool contained Ca2?-enriched granules

(Salman et al. 2015). This heterogeneous mix of fresh

surface cells may represent the fact that we collected

surface cells from the entire upper 4 mm, which

included fully oxic and micro-oxic layers, as well as

those layers that just reached anoxia (Fig. S2). We take

this observation of cells originating from a dynamic

redox layer show varying granular morphologies,

while cells from the permanently reduced redox

condition have a homogeneous appearance of

enhanced roughness as supporting evidence for our

hypothesize that granular morphology observed here

is a biologically induced dynamic reaction on specific

redox regimes.

This interpretation of calcite dynamics is certainly

limited by the fact that we were not able to image the

different stages of sulfur and calcite turnover within a

living Achromatium cell, which would be killed by

processing and EDS scanning. Furthermore, we are

currently unable to enumerate or identify the different

Achromatium genotypes that may coexist in the

Sippewissett population (Salman et al. 2015), and

while there were reports about the existence of

subpopulations of Achromatium that may react or be

adapted specifically to certain redox regimes in the

sediment column (Gray et al. 1999; Glöckner et al.

1999) our observed trends on calcite morphology and

dynamics appear to hold for surface as well as

subsurface cells.

A proposed mechanism of calcium and sulfur

dynamics in Achromatium

Previous studies suggested that intracellular calcite is

used for buoyancy regulation, i.e. the microaerophilic

Achromatium cells could sink down into anoxic

sediment, or float up to the oxic zone, by calcite

precipitation and dissolution (Babenzien 1991). Since

the cells at the sediment surface are strongly enriched

in calcite, this ‘‘anchoring’’ function could be consid-

ered in a different light, i.e. the dense granules anchor

the cells within the sediment and prevent their

resuspension (Salman et al. 2015). Another presumed

function of calcite granules is that their dissolution

buffers the acidity generated by aerobic sulfur oxida-

tion to sulfate (La Rivière and Schmidt 1992; Salman

et al. 2015). Our results indicate that the intracellular

dynamics of sulfur and calcite are regulated in a more

complex manner. During microoxic or anoxic, sulfide-

replete conditions, the cells take up sulfide and oxidize

it only to the stage of elemental sulfur (Salman et al.

2015). The resulting elemental sulfur is deposited

intracellularly, and the S:Ca ratio increases, consistent

with our experimental results that show the highest

S:Ca ratios in freshly processed Achromatium cells

from subsurface sediments (Fig. 1, Table S1). The

process of sulfide oxidation to elemental sulfur
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consumes protons, increasing the intracellular pH

(Equations I to III, Supplementary Online Resource),

and thus improving the conditions for calcite precip-

itation. Given the precision and rapid dynamic of

calcite deposition and dissolution it can be speculated

that the processes are biologically controlled (Gray

2006), i.e. enzymatically. While an intracellular pH

increase may help trigger the process, the high pK

value (10.32) of the bicarbonate/carbonate equilib-

rium indicates that alkalinity in itself is insufficient to

directly induce calcite precipitation and granule

growth; instead a membrane surrounding the granule

may play a role in controlling precipitation (Salman

et al. 2015). We propose that the small granular

deposits observed at the periphery of existing calcite

granules (Figs. S3, S5) represent accretion stages

during granule growth, and result in the formation of

larger calcite granules. The small Ca2?-rich deposits

detected here and previously (Salman et al. 2015) are

tightly packed into the interstitial space between the

large calcite inclusions, and they possibly provide a

calcium reservoir for biologically mediated calcite

precipitation without substantially changing the over-

all calcium content of the cell.

When a suitable electron acceptor is abundantly

available, elemental sulfur is oxidized to sulfate,

generating protons in the process (Equations IV to VI,

Supplementary Online Resource). In nature, daytime

photosynthesis generates oxygen as the main electron

acceptor at the sediment surface, and oxygen-rich

conditions were experimentally induced here by

prolonged air-exposure. Since sulfate is easily soluble

and is typically exported from the cell, the intracellular

S:Ca ratios should reach their minimum during

oxygen exposure, consistent with our experimental

results (Table S1). The protons that are generated

during the oxidation of intracellular sulfur to sulfate

could subsequently be buffered by calcite dissolution

and bicarbonate (HCO3
-) formation (La Rivière and

Schmidt 1992; Salman et al. 2015). We hypothesize

that, in analogy to calcite precipitation, the calcite

dissolution process is also initiated at the periphery of

the granules; gradual calcite erosion appears to be

reflected in the observed smooth, rounded surface

morphology during aerobic conditions, both, naturally

(e.g. Fig. S3a3) and artificially induced (Figs. 2b, 3b,

4b, S3, and S4b). Most recently, a study on grazers of

Achromatium in freshwater Lake Stechlin in Germany

noticed that meiofaunal predators only hunt the

smallest Achromatium cells and store them in their

low-pH food vacuoles, presumably for calcite disso-

lution (Schorn and Cypionka 2018). Apparently, hard-

to-digest calcite inclusions combined with large cell

size provides Achromatium with some protection

against meiofaunal grazing.

Summary and outlook

The results of this study support and extend previously

proposed survival strategies of Achromatium cells

under different redox conditions and sulfur oxidation

regimes (Head et al. 2000; Salman et al. 2015). Sulfide

and sulfur oxidation provide energy, which the cell

uses for transporting physiologically important ions,

including H? and Ca2?. The internal calcite pool

buffers the intracellular pH fluctuations linked to two

alternative physiological states (electron acceptor

limitation during sulfide oxidation to sulfur, which

consumes protons, and electron acceptor abundance

during sulfur oxidation to sulfate, which produces

protons) that an active Achromatium cell would

experience during a diurnal cycle in surficial sedi-

ments. Since the draft genomes of three Achromatium

populations from a brackish warm spring (Mansor

et al. 2015), a marine Achromatium cell from

Sippewissett tidal pools (Salman et al. 2016), and

multiple freshwater Achromatium genomes from Lake

Stechlin have been assembled (Ionescu et al. 2017),

comparative genome annotation of multiple Achro-

matium populations becomes possible, and allows to

identify pathways and genes that are specifically

relevant for members of this genus. Based on these

findings, expression patterns of key genes in Achro-

matium could be linked to physiological observations

under defined environmental regimes. Here, physio-

logical adaptations to changing redox regimes and also

to pH fluctuations in the external milieu could be of

particular interest. For example, daytime extremes of

photosynthetic oxygen abundance in the Achro-

matium-rich phytodetrital layer in the Sippewissett

tidal pools coincide with pH 9, as a result of

photosynthetic CO2 limitation in situ (Salman et al.

2015). The fine-tuned system of intracellular calcite

and sulfur dynamics will require further investigation

in the light of such pronounced environmental

gradients.
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